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Speakers: Edward J. Carroll and others to be announced.

Early Bird Deadline : March 31st, 2013

Who is ILW.COM?
ILW.COM is the leading immigration law
publisher. Our free Immigration Daily reaches an
audience of over 30,000 subscribers. Our
immigration portal web site is the largest on the
Internet with over 50,000 pages of information.
We assist your practice via our periodicals,
seminars,
and
VIP
Network.
Disclaimer:
participation in this workshop does not create an
attorney-client relationship with the speakers.
This is an all-day, (8:30 am to 6:00 pm),
comprehensive workshop. Considerable time will
be devoted to back and forth and the seating is
limited to the first 50 registrants, to give
participants ample opportunity to have their
critical questions answered.
MCLE Credits Available For Many States.
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Who Should Attend?
This event is beneficial to anyone involved in EB5. The event day will bring together experts and
practitioners on all sides of the EB-5 equation;
featuring, both, experienced attorneys and
regional center executives.
After each panel, guests
opportunity to discuss EB-5
themselves and with speakers.

will have the
issues among

The CLE program for attorneys focuses on
issues confronted when representing individual
investors and panels.
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Workshop Outline
Time

Subject/Activity

8:30 - 9:00

Registration - Continental Breakfast and Handouts Provided

9:00 – 9:45

Lawfully Advising on Choosing a Project

9:45 – 10:00

Networking Break

10:00 – 10:45 Economist Issues: TEAs, Job Creation Models, Tenant Occupancy Issues
10:45 – 11:00 Networking Break
11:00 – 11:45 Developing the 924 Petition
11:45 – 12:00 Networking Break
12:00 – 12:45 526 Petitions and Source of Funds Issues
12:45 – 1:45

Lunch (Included)

1:45 – 2:30

829 Petitions and Documenting Job Creation

2:30 – 2:45

Networking Break

2:45 – 3:30

Innovation in EB-5, The Non-Regional Center Concept

3:30 - 3:45

Networking Break

3:45 - 4:30

Funds Administration

4:30 – 4:45

Networking Break

4:45 – 5:30

Current Trends In Finding Investors
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Meet the Speakers

Ignacio Donoso (DL) is a Senior Attorney with FosterQuan, LLP.
Mr. Donoso works primarily from the Washington, D.C. office of
FosterQuan, LLP. Mr. Donoso is a graduate of McGill University,
where he completed an LL.B. degree as well as a Bachelor of
Civil Law and a Bachelor of Arts (with Distinction). He also
completed an LL.M. degree from the George Washington
University. Mr. Donoso is Board Certified in Immigration and
Nationality Law by the State Bar of California. Mr. Donoso's
practice focuses on advising foreign investors. He has developed
particular expertise in EB-5. He has advised individual investors
obtain EB-5 visas through Regional Centers and through
investments in their own companies. He has also advised
developers in successful applications for designation of EB-5
Regional Centers, and serves as lead immigration counsel to established Regional
Centers and their investors in processing I-526 and I-829 visa petitions. Mr. Donoso has
published numerous articles and is a frequent speaker on immigration law issues
affecting investors. Mr. Donoso is fluent in Spanish and French.
Elsie Hui Arias is a partner of Stone & Grzegorek LLP. She has been
certified as a specialist in immigration and nationality law by the
State Bar of California Board of Legal Specialization since 2007. Ms.
Arias has extensive experience in all aspects of U.S. immigration law,
including employment- and family-based immigration, citizenship
and naturalization, and removal defense before the Immigration
Court, Board of Immigration Appeals, and the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals. Ms. Arias' practice currently emphasizes EB-5 immigration,
through which she has successfully represented numerous foreign
nationals with their I-526 and I-829 petitions, based on investment with
regional centers or individual businesses. She also has assisted
regional centers in obtaining initial and amended designations, as well as approval of
exemplar petitions, through USCIS. Ms. Arias earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in English
literature from the University of California at Berkeley and her Juris Doctor degree from
the University of California at Davis School of Law. While in law school, she externed for
the Honorable Harry Pregerson of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, and worked as a
teaching assistant for the Asian American Studies Department at UC Davis. A member of
the California State Bar since November 2000, Ms. Arias is admitted to practice before
the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California, and the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the Fifth and Ninth Circuits.
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Meet the Speakers
John Barrett has over 20 years of experience as an economist. He has held
positions in the public sector, academia and the private sector. Before cofounding Performance Economics, Mr. Barrett was a Regional Economist at the
Bureau of Economic Analysis in the division that developed the RIMS II inputoutput model. He has been a lecturer of undergraduate economics at Suffolk
University in Boston and the Director of Research at the University's public policy
think tank the Beacon Hill Institute. He was a Principal at IHS Global Insight, the
world’s leading economic forecasting and consulting firm. He was also Vice
President of Strategic Analytics at Mullen Advertising in Boston. He is an expert
on economic impact modeling, helping Fortune 500 companies determine their impact on the
national economy and speaking frequently at conferences on the subject. Mr. Barrett most
recently was a panelist at the American Immigration Lawyer's Association's 2012 Spring EB-5
Investors CLE Conference held in the Bahamas on April 20-21. He spoke to over 200 attendees on
issues regarding EB-5 economic impact modeling and provided guidance around the latest
issues the USCIS has raised concerning job impacts in the EB-5 program. He has been a guest
speaker at AILA and IIUSA annual conferences on various topics pertaining to EB-5 economic
modeling issues.
Michele Buchanan is a partner at Stone & Grzegorek LLP, she has over twenty years of
experience in the field of immigration law. Ms. Buchanan’s immigration law experience
began in 1986 with an immigration firm representing primarily clients from East Asia. She
later worked with two of Southern California’s largest business immigration firms,
representing a diverse client base, including multinational corporations, major
universities, individual business investors, professionals, research scientists,
academicians, actors, musicians and artists of various kinds. She also had the
opportunity to represent clients applying for US visas at the American
Embassies/Consulates in Juarez, Mexico; Toronto, Canada; Halifax, Canada; and
Seoul, Korea, as well as clients applying for political asylum and permanent residence
under the Violence Against Women Act. Currently Ms. Buchanan’s practice is focused on EB5
employment creation investor cases, and she has successfully represented dozens of investors in their EB-5
applications and petitions for removal of conditions. She also provides counsel to several regional centers
in connection with their EB-5 matters. She also represents academicians, artists and entertainers seeking
alien of extraordinary ability and national interest waiver benefits, as well as corporate clients. Ms.
Buchanan is a past-Chair of the Southern California Chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers
Association, and has lectured and published on various immigration topics. Most recently, she presented
the Focus on Investors From China panel at the American Immigration Lawyers Association conference in
Nassau, Bahamas on April 20-21, 2012: EB-5 Investors & Regional Centers - A Practice Skills. She also spoke
at the American Immigration Lawyers conference in San Antonio on October 20-21, 2011: EB-5 Investors &
Regional Centers – Navigating Through New Challenges and Building a Sound Practice. Her publications
include: "Immigration Update," PIHRA Scope, May 2002; "Spousal Work Authorization Bill signed by
President Bush," PIHRA Scope, March 2002; "An Overview of Recent Changes in Immigration Law Affecting
Health Care Human Resource Administrators," AHHRA News, 1996; "DV Lotteries – A Mad or Rational Way
to Allocate Immigrant Visas in the Nineties," Immigration and Nationality Law Handbook 1996 and 1995
editions; "Non-Traditional H-1Bs and TNs, Emerging Issues in Immigration Law," AILA California Conference
1994. Ms. Buchanan graduated from the University of Wisconsin at Madison with a Bachelor of Arts degree
in Asian Studies, concentrating in the study of Mandarin Chinese. She also completed first year Japanese
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Meet the Speakers
language studies at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, as well as coursework at the Taiwan
Normal University Mandarin Training Center in Taipei. She received her law degree from the
University of West Los Angeles School Of Law and is admitted to the California Bar. Ms. Buchanan
is conversant in Mandarin Chinese.

Matt Gordon is the Managing Director of E3 Investment Group. He is a
finance professional whose vision and passion is to help realize
extraordinary value through the flawless planning and execution of
strategy, financings and transactions that foster aggressive sustainable
growth. Mr. Gordon is a licensed attorney, having practiced law with some
of the most prestigious Wall Street firms, including Fried Frank and Sullivan &
Cromwell. He is a member of the New York State Bar and holds SEC
securities licenses

Dawn M. Lurie is a partner in the firm's Labor and Employment practice group
and leader of the firm’s Business Immigration and Compliance practice, based in
the firm's Washington, D.C. office. Ms. Lurie has over 20 years of experience
advising on U.S. and global immigration and is ranked as a leading business
immigration lawyer by Chambers, Legal 500, Best Lawyers, Who's Who Legal, and
other publications. Ms. Lurie regularly speaks and writes about immigration
compliance and EB-5 matters; she is often quoted by major news agencies and
publications, including the Washington Post and the Associated Press. Ms. Lurie
advises domestic corporations on a variety of compliance-related issues,
particularly related to Form I-9 alien employment verification and E-Verify
matters. She has been involved in audits and internal investigations and has
successfully minimized monetary exposure as well as civil and criminal liabilities on behalf of her
clients. Since the early 1990s, Ms. Lurie has been advising high-net-worth individuals on the EB-5
Entrepreneur Investment visa program. Over the years, her practice has expanded to include
regional center representation and compliance work. Ms. Lurie's interest in the EB-5 world is on
regional center and project compliance, which has been generally overlooked during the recent
surge of growth in the program. Providing creative strategies to private equity funds and
developers across industries interested in establishing EB-5 compatible projects and EB-5 Regional
Centers, Ms. Lurie routinely explores this alternative to conventional financing. She also serves as cocounsel and mentor to members of the immigration bar, in both the EB-5 and immigration
compliance arenas. Focusing on issues that are unique to her clients with a global work force, Ms.
Lurie assists companies establish compliance and management programs to move their executives
and professional employees to various locations around the world. Ms. Lurie is knowledgeable in
global HR disciplines and transactions, including visas, work permits and compliance and how
immigration transactions interface with tax, employment, compensation and benefits, corporate
formation, data privacy, export controls, and Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
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Meet the Speakers
Daren Di Nicola brings over 25 years of experience in the financial
services industry, specializing in corporate trust and escrow services. He
comes to NESF from Union Bank where he served as Vice President and
Business Development Officer. His previous responsibilities included
developing new opportunities for corporate trust, escrow and custody
banking products throughout the western region of the United States.
Daren enhances NES Financial's expertise in trust and escrow services
and allows NES Financial to better serve clients' business needs. NES
Financial's sub-accounting technology includes specific capabilities for
organizing subscriptions, merger and acquisition holdbacks, earnest
money, settlements, tenant security deposits, EB-5 Visa escrow programs
and more.

John Roth is Managing Attorney at the Roth Immigration Law Firm. He
is a member of the New York State Bar Association. In addition to
being an immigration attorney, he has an extensive business
background, including an M.B.A. For the Wharton School of Finance,
a Series 7 and a Series 63 license, and he is a registered
representative of a Broker-Dealer firm. His firm, EB-5 Analytics,
provides due diligence analyses of EB-5 regional center projects for
EB-5 Pilot Program immigrant investors.

Sam Udani is the publisher of ILW.COM
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Location
Hotel George Washington DC
15 E Street, NW
Washington DC, 20001
202.347.4200
http://www.hotelgeorge.com/
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CLE Credits
ILW.COM is an accredited CLE Provider in the
States of California and Texas.
Attorneys admitted in AK, CO, FL, MT, ND, NJ,
NY (some exclusions apply) and WV are able to
obtain MCLE credits through reciprocity with the
State of California.
For the remaining states, which require MCLE
but do not accept reciprocity with any other
jurisdiction, a “Certificate of Attendance” for
obtaining self-study credits will be provided.
Please note, CT, DC, MA, MD, MI and SD do not
require MCLE.
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Testimonials
Here are some participants' testimonials from previous workshops:
"An essential conference to stay on the cutting edge of EB-5."
Boyd Campbell

-

“I like the format/organization of the topics presented during the workshop."
Pamela Toyos
“Very positive and structured with an emphasis on cutting edge information."
Michael Harris
"A frank and informed foundation for dealing in the EB-5 visa world.“
Art Williamson
"Excellent info on EB-5.”
Mazher Shah-Khan
"The EB-5 discussions are essential and understanding new trends and USCIS recent policies
which effect a successful EB-5 project.“
Ed Beshara
"Great realist description of the actual.”
Clem Turner
"It teaches everything about EB-5 in a day. It was worth travelling from India to attend this
workshop.”
Sudhir Shah
"I learnt a lot. All the speakers are very knowledgeable and articulate. The discussion is very
lively and not boring at all.“
Yee Ling Poon
"The EB-5 Workshop provides hands-on, practical knowledge straight from experienced
stakeholders. Highly recommended."
Jesus Rios
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This Event is Sponsored by:
E3 Investment Group structures offerings that allow foreign investors the
opportunity to receive green cards under the U.S. Government's EB-5
program. They have a unique expertise in creating opportunities that do not
involve regional centers, but offer all of the benefits of a scaled organization
without the negatives. They call this Scalable-Direct. In essence, they are the
Non-Regional Center.

NES Financial is an innovative provider of highly secure, compliant and
transparent financial administration solutions for complex financial
transactions, helping streamline EB-5 administration and secure document
sharing. NES Financial's Escrow Administration Solutions simplifies the EB-5 Visa
escrow process with highly-secure technology that is quick to set up, easily
manages escrows and provides unlimited subaccounts for Regional Center
principals and investors. NES Financial's EB-5 Virtual File Share provides
Regional Centers, investors, attorneys and brokers with secure centralized
document exchange and storage capabilities to streamline the investmentoffering process. A cloud-based, easy to use system archives documents
associated with a Regional Center's development project and provides
secure access for all stakeholders from anywhere and at any time. NES
Financial is headquartered in San Jose, California, with offices in Chicago and
Boston.
EVENT SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
For information on exclusive sponsorship opportunities for regional centers,
contact us at (212) 545-0818 or webmaster@ilw.com.
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Register
Cancellation Policy: Orders placed cannot be cancelled.
Washington D.C.
Friday, May 10, 2013
Final Deadline: May 7th, 2013
$999 Workshop Package
Name:
E-mail(required):
Phone:
Name (as it appears on credit card) ________________________________________
Credit Card: V/M/A/D
Expiration Date: (Month/Year):
/
Credit Card Billing Address:

Name of Attendee (If different from above):______________________
Or Mail CHECK payable to ILW.COM with this form to the address below.
You can also fax this form with copy of the check.

**Discounts available for multiple registrants from same firm. To avail of this
discount, please write to webmaster@ilw.com**

